Abstract-Nonparametric detection of a zero-mean random signal in additive noise is considered. The locally optimum detector based on signs and ranks of observations is derived, for good weak-signal detection performance under any specified noise probability density function. This detector is shown to have interesting similarities to the locally optimum detector for random signals. It may also be viewed as a generalization of the locally optimum rank detector for known signals. Examples of the test statistic of the detector are given for some specific noise probability density functions. Asymptotic and finite sample-size performance of the locally optimum rank detector is also considered.
through the signal covariance function, and do not require any other specific knowledge of signal probability density functions (pdf's) characterizing the signal process; that is, the test statistics of LOR detectors for detecting zero-mean random signals do not depend on the exact form of the pdf's of the signal process. This property results from the fact that the signal power is approaching zero under the alternative hypothesis in the theory and analysis. A more detailed discussion of LO detection of signals can be found in [9] .
It should be noted that the basic ideas and concepts of LOR tests have already been studied in the statistics literature in considerable depth. Applications of these ideas and their extensions to the particular problem of random-signal detection in additive noise addressed in this paper, however, have not yet been considered elsewhere; the main contribution in this paper is the investigation of weak-random-signal detection in additive noise using the method of rank tests. The results in this paper should be applicable in practical systems employing detectors for random signals, such as in sonar.
This paper is organized as follows. After a brief description of the underlying observation model and assumptions in Section 11, the test statistic of the one-input LOR detector for random signals in additive noise will be obtained in Section 111. Explicit expressions for the score functions, which are essential in establishing the test statistics of the LOR detectors, will then be obtained for several specific pdf's in Section IV. A similar but concise consideration of the multiple-input case in Section V will be followed by a comparison of performance of several detectors in Section V I . A summary will be given in Section VII.
THE OBSERVATION MODEL
The additive noise model for discrete-time observations X , x, = ev, + W,, i = 1 , 2 ; . . , n .
(la)
In (la), n is the size of the sample collected at an input channel; V, is the signal component at the ith sampling instant; 8 is the signal strength parameter, which may be zero or nonzero; and W, is the additive noise at the ith sampling instant. In general, we may have in a typical signal detection problem can be described by (1b) V, = e, + S,, where the E{ V,} = e,, i = 1,2; a , n , are deterministic signal components and the S,, i = 1 , 2 , . , n, are zero-mean i = 1 , 2 ; * . , n , 0018-9448/92$03.00 @ 1992 IEEE I I I random signal components with covariance function rs(i, k ) =E{SiSk}fori,k=1,2;~.,n.Theei,i=1,2,...,n,
are not all zero for signals having a deterministic part. The noise components Wi will be taken to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables with common pdf fw (which may be non-Gaussian), and with mean zero and variance a&, with the signal and noise being statistically independent.
A more general model may be obtained by replacing OV, in (la) with a(8)ei + P(0)Si, allowing different combinations of deterministic and random signal components. In addition, signal-dependent or multiplicative noise terms may be included in (la). These ideas have been discussed recently in [lo] . We will, however, use only the canonical observation model described by (la) as the basis of our detection solution in this paper. In deriving the test statistic for the LOR detector for random signals in Section III, we will make the usual assumptions that a) the noise pdf fw has finite Fisher's information so that /?'a { fw( x ) / f w ( x)}'fW( x ) dx < 00; b) the noise pdf is symmetric about the origin; and c) the noise pdf is smooth enough to satisfy regularity conditions justifying mathematical operations such as interchange of derivative and integral in the following analysis.
LOCALLY OPTIMUM RANK DETECTOR TEST STATISTIC
Let us first briefly review the structure of the test statistic for the weak known-signal detection problem for which where X = ( X , , X,;.., X,). In (2), the function g is defined as
(3)
For detection based on signs and ranks only of the observations, let 2 = (Z,, 2, , * a , Z,) be the vector of signs Zj = sgn ( X i ) and let Q = (Q,, Q 2 , * e , Q,) be the magnitude rank statistic with Qi being the rank of 1 X i I in the set { l X l l , I X 2 1 , * . . , I X n I } . We will also use I X I [ i l to denote the ith smallest member of this set. Then it is known [3] that the LOR detector for this problem of known-signal detection uses the test statistic with H denoting the noise-only hypothesis under which t 9 = 0 in (la). The difference between YLo and YLoR is that while YLo uses the actual values of the observations through the LO nonlinearity g, Y, , , uses the magnitude ranks of the observations through the score function c1 and also their signs. Otherwise, it is clear that these two test statistics effect a qualitatively similar action on the observations. This becomes clearer when one notes that (2) can also be written as YLoR(X) , and TLo(X) can all be derived by application of the generalized Neyman-Pearson lemma of hypothesis testing [9] . Note that h ( x ) is an even function of x for even f w ( x ) .
We now turn to a consideration of one of the main contributions of this paper, which is the LOR detector for a random signal in additive noise. The problem of LOR detection of random signals in additive noise can be stated as a problem of testing a null hypothesis H versus an alternative hypothesis K about the joint pdf f of the observations. In particular, H and K are defined as n i = 1 and In (9), s = (s,, s2;-*, s,,), f , ( s ) is the joint pdf of the random signals Si, i = 1,2; --, n, and R" is n-dimensional real space. Let p ( q , z 1 H) and p ( q , z 1 K) be the discrete probability mass functions (pmfs) of Q and 2 jointly under H and K, respectively. Then,
where B = { x 1 Q = q , Z = z} . From the generalized Neyman-Pearson lemma the test statistic of the locally optimum rank detector for 8 = 0 vs. 8 > 0 may be obtained as the ratio
The reason why we need at least the second derivative is that the first derivative of p ( q , z I K ) at 8 = 0 is zero for this random signal detection problem [9] . Most of the well-known methods for hypothesis testing in statistics are either for location (pdfs have different mean values) or for scale (pdfs differ from each other in variance). The locally most powerful rank test for a location parameter is directly applicable in known-signal detection, as we have discussed. The pmf under the alternative hypothesis (1 1) for random signal detection involves the convolution of two pdfs, however, and the problem of locally optimum rank detection of random signals for this alternative hypothesis has not been solved previously.
Using (10)- (12), it can be shown that the test statistic of the LOR detector for random signals is The proof of the result (13) as a direct consequence of (12) is given in Appendix A. Again the similarity between T,,, and TLo is noteworthy; replacing g ( X i ) g ( X , ) with c,(Qi, Q,), h with d and including the sign statistics, we obtain TLoR from TLo. It is important to observe that the LOR detector statistic of (13) is not useful if the random signal components are uncorrelated with each other and they have identical variances, so that 0: is a constant U ' . This is because in this case n which has the value zero as shown in Appendix B, independent of the observations. In this situation it becomes necessary to consider derivatives of order higher than two to obtain the result for TLOR(X). If we assume that the signal components are independent and have identical variances and in addition have symmetric univariate pdf's then there is no nontrivial LOR scheme; this is to be expected since a symmetrically distributed i.i.d. signal sequence in symmetrically distributed i.i.d. noise clearly cannot be discriminated from the noise-only case on the basis of signs and magnitude rank information.
Under the null hypothesis, the probability of ( Q = q , 2 = z ) is independent of the pdf of the random signal and the pdf of the additive noise, as can be seen from (10). Once the false-alarm probability is specified, therefore, the threshold of the rank detector can be set without a priori knowledge of the additive noise or random signal statistics (nonparametric detection). Under the alternative hypothesis, the double summation in (1 3) responds to the presence of signal correlation through the score function optimized for a specific noise pdf, and the single summation responds to the time-varying signal power component.
IV. EXAMPLES OF SCORE FUNCTIONS
In this section, explicit closed-form expressions for the score functions, c1, c2, and d , of (5) and (14), which specify the LOR detector test statistics given by (4) and (13), will be obtained for some specific pdf's of additive noise. For most of the well-known pdf's, the values of the score functions c1, c 2 , and d cannot be obtained analytically. Although methods of numerical analysis can be used to obtain the values of cl(i), d(i), i = 1,2;-., n, and c2(i, j ) , i, j = 1 , 2 ; --, n, in such cases, we may also instead use asymptotic approximations for the score functions.
Using expressions for the score functions given in Appendix B, and the asymptotic approximations of Appendix C, we have for the zero-mean, unit variance Gaussian pdf f , ( x ) with distribution function @(x) the following results for the approximate score functions:
Some values of the score functions cl(i) and d(i) for the Gaussian pdf computed using numerical integration for the expressions (B.l) and (B.3), and also using the approximations (16a) and (17), are compared in Fig. 1 for n = 20. It also turns out that (16b) is a good approximation for c 2 ( k , i) in this case.
As a second example, let us consider the symmetric logistic pdf 
k < i , and
2(n + l ) ( n + 2) Fig. 2 shows values of the score functions for the logistic pdf for n = 20, as an example. In Table I , a comparison of c,(k, i) and c,(k>c,(i) is shown for the logistic pdf for n = 10, where the c,(k)c,(i) were calculated using (19).
V. MULTIPLE-INPUT CASE
Since samples (sets of observations) in real environments are commonly obtained simultaneously from a number of receivers forming an array in most applications involving detection of random signals, it is of practical importance to consider an array with a number of receivers for the problem of random signal detection. In such a case, the random-signal detection problem becomes that of detecting a random signal which is common to each receiver in an array at each time instant. The advantage of using an array with a number of receivers with uncorrelated noise is that the individual observations at each receiver will tend to be positively cross-correlated due to a common signal component. Hence, signal detectability using an array of receivers can be considerably better than that obtained for a detector using a single receiver. Of course the case of a single receiver can be included as a special case of the array model.
Let L be the number of receivers forming the array, and let X j i be the observation obtained at the ith time instant from the jth receiver. We define, as before, Zji = sgn ( X j i ) . Our detector will be based on the L individual sets of ranks computed for the L receivers. That is, we let Qii be the rank of 1 X j i I in the set { I Xi, 1, 1 Xi2 I ; -e , I Xjn I}, and our detector will be based on use of vectors ( Q j , , Q j 2 ; . e , Qjn), j = 1,2; e -, L. Note that these L rank vectors are correlated under the signal-present hypothesis.
By extending the derivation given in Appendix A for the one-input LOR detector, we can establish that an LOR detector for this multi-input situation is based on the test statistic Notice that (22) reduces to (13) for the case L = 1. The first term is simply a sum of the individual one-input LOR test statistics. The second term shows how the multi-input statistic further exploits the fact that the signal has a common value across the array at any fixed time instant. It is effectively the sum over distinct receiver pairs of cross-correlation statistics defined using signed ranks rather than observation values directly. These cross-correlations over distinct receiver pairs also take into account any known time-correlation of the signal components, through rs(i, k). However, note that even for time-uncorrelated signals the second term will respond to the presence of cross-correlation due to a common signal across the array. For comparison, we give below the LO detector test statistic for this multi-input situation, from [9]:
In the multi-input case we can consider other ways of ranking observations for use in a rank detector. One alternative is to form n individual sets of L ranks computed at the n time instants. Thus we may define Q,; to be the rank of 1 X,; I in the set { I XI; 1, I X,; I ; * * , I X,; I}, and a detector may be based on processing the vectors (e,;, Q,; ; e . , Q L i ) , i = 1,2;* a , n. Another alternative is to rank the entire Ln observation points, so that Q,; is defined to be the rank of I X,; I in the set { I X,, I , e * a , I X,, I}. It can be seen that the multi-input detector based on ranking applied across the array at different time instants reduces to a simple sign-based statistic when L = 1 (single-input), so that its performance for small values of L can be expected to not be as good as that obtained from the other two schemes. It is, however, simpler to implement in this situation. A rank array detector of this type has been considered earlier in [ 1 11.
VI. PERFORMANCE OF THE LOCALLY OPTIMUM RANK DETECTOR
Let us now consider the performance characteristics of the LOR detector obtained in Section I11 and compare it with other well-known detectors. In this section both asymptotic and finite sample-size performance characteristics of several detectors will be discussed.
A. Asymptotic Performance of Detectors
One of the most commonly-used measures of relative asymptotic performance of detectors is the asymptotic relative eficiency (ARE). The ARE,,, of two detectors D , and D, based on test statistics TI and T2 for our problem of random signal detection can be expressed under some regularity conditions [9] as the ratio 
E'
ARE,,, = -, where are the eficacies of the detectors. The detectors we will consider here are the LOR detector and several other simple or well-known detectors. The simple signed-rank (SR) detector here corresponds to the Wilcoxon signed-rank detector for known signals and is obtained as a special case of the LOR detector test statistic of (13) which is asymptotically optimum for the logistic noise pdf. For this case, we have c,(i, j ) = ij/(n + 1)2 and d(i) = 3i2/2(n + 1)' -1/2.
The random signal sign (S) detector statistic is a special case of (13) with c2(i, j ) = 1 and d(i) = 0. The parametric quadratic (Q) detector is a special case of (6) with g ( x ) = x and h(x) = x 2 -uL, and the parametric LO detector is based on TLo of (6). In Appendix D , the efficacies of the LO, LOR, Q, S, and SR detectors are found to be 4LO = ( (74) 
6
(1 + e-XXI2
f ( From the previous efficacies, we can easily obtain the ARE's of the LOR detector with respect to the other detectors. Using the quantities shown in Table 11 , ARE's of several detectors as functions of a and / 3 are obtained and shown in Table 111 and in Figs. 3 and 4 for two pdf s.
It is interesting to see from (26) and (27) that the LOR and the LO detectors have asymptotically the same performance characteristics as /3 + 1; that is, ARE,,,,,,
This implies that very little loss of information is incurred in detecting random signals, when signs and ranks of observations are used instead of the actual values of observations, if the sample size is large, the weighting is appropriate, and the signal power is temporally quite nonhomogeneous.
When cy = 0 and P = 0 the efficacies of the LOR, S, and SR detectors which use sign and rank statistics vanish, while those of the LO and Q detectors do not vanish. This is because the LOR, S, and SR detectors can respond only to the correlation of random signals in the observations and dzferences in signal variances, while the LO and Q detectors can respond to both power and correlation of signals.
B. Finite Sample-Size Performance
We now consider the finite sample-size performance of the LOR detector together with that of other detectors for the special case of Gaussian noise. Although closed-form expressions for finite sample-size performance are generally not easy to obtain for reasonable sample-sizes, the finite samplealso increases. We always have 0 4 0 < 1. size performance characteristics of these detectors are obviously of more practical significance than are the asymptotic performance characteristics of the detectors.
To reduce computational burden in finite sample-size performance comparison, we will consider the detector whose test statistic is given by (13) with c2(Qi, Q k ) replaced by c,(Qi)c,(Qk), instead of the LOR detector. This detector will be called the locally suboptimum rank (LSR) detector. After some manipulations similar to those given in Appendix D, it can be shown that = 1, implying that the LOR and LSR detectors have asymptotically equivalent performance.
Detection probabilities of several detectors for n = 50 and 100 and Pfu = lop3 have been obtained using Monte Carlo simulations. In these situations, the additive noise W j , i = 1,2; e , n, were zero-mean i.i.d. Gaussian variables with uf = 1. The random signal components S , , i = 1 , 2 , * , n, were zero-mean unit-variance variables generated by and U,' = 1, i = 1 , 2 ; * * , n . Note that 0 = 0 here and CY --. When n = 50 the score functions cl and d used for the LSR detector were computed using (B.l) and (B.3), respectively. When n = 100, we used (16a) and (17) instead of (B. 1) and (B.3), respectively. Fig. 5 shows the detection probabilities of several detectors. Each point in these figures was obtained from 100000 runs, to make the relative error about 1% for a false-alarm probability Pfu = The finite sample-size performance of the detectors in general follows the asymptotic performance as predicted by the efficacies. The LSR detector performs much better than the S detector; its performance is slightly better than that of the SR detector. The ARELSR,S is a 2 / 4 = 2.47 when r = 0.5 and when r = 0.8; ARELSR,SR is a2/9 = 1.10 when r = 0. 
VII. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have considered nonparametric detection of weak random signals in additive noise. The test statistic of the locally optimum rank detector was found to be quite similar in form to that of the locally optimum detector for random signals. It was also shown that the test statistic is a generalization of that of the locally optimum rank detector for known signals. Performance comparisons of the locally optimum rank detector for random signals with other common detectors were also made for both asymptotic and finite sample situations.
Further extensions of these results can be obtained for detection with a reference noise-only samole. and for more general observation models incorporating multiplicative and signal-dependent noise terms.
APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF THE TEST STATISTIC OF THE LOR DETECTOR
For convenience, let u ( x , e) p f~ .I-,(.; -osi).
(A.1) 
SOME EXPRESSIONS FOR AND PROPERTIES OF SCORE FUNCTIONS
Some further results can be established for the score functions, which are useful in obtaining asymptotic performance characteriza- 
APPENDIX D EFFICACIES OF DETECTORS
Here, we will find the efficacies of the LO, LOR, Q, S, and SR detectors for random signal detection in the additive noise model. In this appendix, we will use the notation E"(TI0) to denote 
